SAFETY TIPS FOR MOTORISTS
Three Foot Rule
Allow three feet of passing space between the
right side of your vehicle and a bicyclist just as
you would with a slow-moving vehicle.
Right Turn Caution
Do not pass a bicyclist if you will be making a
right turn immediately afterward. Always assume bicyclists are traveling through the intersection.
Door Awareness
Before opening your car door, look for a bicyclists who may be approaching.
Passing Bicyclists
DO NOT pass bicyclists if oncoming traffic is
near. Wait as you would with any slow moving
vehicle.
Reduce your speed when passing bicyclist, especially if the roadway is narrow

ARE BICYCLES SUPPOSED TO
MOVE TO THE RIGHT?
Not always. According to Chapter 346 of the Wisconsin
State Statutes, bicyclists operating on roadways at less
than the normal speed of traffic shall ride as near to the
right side of the roadway as practicable except when
bicyclists:
Have a designated lane (e.g., in the bicycle lanes on
Broadway or Main Street)
Can travel at a speed equal to nearby traffic
Are preparing for a left turn at an intersection or
driveway (be sure to signal for the turn and check
for traffic first!)
Are avoiding unsafe conditions such as parked cars
(e.g., along the parking on Washington or Cherry
Streets), or when doing so would not be safe (e.g.,
to avoid obstacles, debris, or pavement issues)
If it would be unsafe for both a vehicle and bicycle to
travel in the same lane together because existing lanes
are too narrow, a bicyclist may use the full lane. This is
the case on some streets downtown. The following
streets are such examples, and where shared use lanes
will be marked in a way that directs bicyclists to take the
full lane.
Washington Street (Main to Crooks)
Cherry Street (Washington to Baird)
Crooks Street (Washington to Baird)

FOR MORE INFORMATION

The “sharrow” pavement marking which may be
paired with accompanying signage.
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More than just Green

Sharing the Streets
New Opportunities for
Bicycling in Downtown
Green Bay

Shared Lane Markings—or Sharrows (Coming Soon to Downtown Green Bay!)
What is a Shared Lane?
A shared lane is identified with a new type of
pavement marking that directs bicycles and vehicles in the same lane. The new shared lane
markings are known as “sharrows”.
Sharrow lanes are not just for bicycles, but are
to be shared by motorists and bicyclists as depicted below. Sharrow lanes serve to emphasize that bicycles have the right to share the
road with motor vehicles. Sharrow lanes should
not be confused with bicycle lanes which are set
aside for bicyclists only and are marked by a
solid white line.
Two Kinds of Shared Lanes
There will be 2 types of shared lanes in Green

Bay. Based on the width of the street and the presence of on-street parking, shared lane markings will
either direct bicyclists to take the full lane or to ride
near the right edge of the street.
“Take the lane” sharrows will be found on Washington, Cherry, and Crooks Streets. “Share the lane”
sharrows will be found on Walnut Street where the
outside lane is wide enough for a bicycle and most
motor vehicles to safely operate side-by-side.
New Bicycle Lanes
Additional bicycle lanes are also planned for sections
of Broadway, S Washington, and S Baird Street.
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SAFETY TIPS FOR BICYCLISTS
On the Road
The same laws that apply to motorists generally
apply to cyclists.
Obey all traffic control devices.
Use hand signals to indicate stops and turns to
other users.
Always Wear a Properly Fitting Helmet
Wear a helmet, no matter how short the trip!
Ride on the Right:
Always ride in the same direction as traffic. This
is key to your safety.
Use the furthest lane to the right that heads to
your destination and ride as far to the right in it
as is practical.
Don’t Pass on the Right
Motorists may not look or see a cyclist passing
on the right. When stopping in traffic, it is more
courteous and safer to hold your place in traffic.
Choose The Best Way To Turn Left
There are two ways to make a left turn. Use what is
most comfortable for you based on your level of
experience.
Like an auto: signal, move into the left lane
(merging with traffic), complete the turn.
Like a pedestrian: ride straight to the far crosswalk and wait. Use the crosswalks and any available pedestrian crossing signals to complete the
turn.
Ride Predictably
Ride in a straight line as much as possible.
Do not swerve in the road or between parked
cars.
Check for traffic before entering streets or intersections.
Anticipate hazards and adjust your position accordingly.

